
Pride Rock
Open, black screen Start nature sound effects Cu

e Castle screen Fade to black Cue lion roar 
in the background, calling the animals to ga

ther to Pride Rock Rock for the Ceremony FS 
There 's far too much to take in here More t

o find than can ever be found But the sun ro
lling high Through the sapphire sky Keeps gr
eat and small on the endless round When the 

" The Circle of Life " is mentioned the long
 - distance pan centers on Pride Rock Rock w

here all the animals are gathering 

Pride Rock
Mufasa and Sarabi follow [Sarabi]

[Mufasa]

Pride Rock
FS And

 it moves us all Through despair and hope Th
rough faith and love The clouds part and a s

unbeam highlights Rafiki and Simba on Pride Rock Rock 

[Rafiki]

[Simba]

Scar's cave
  

[Zazu]

Pride Rock
Fade t

o black keeping the painting of the Simba as
 a crossover to the fade in of Pride Rock Ro

ck in early morning 

[Lionesses]

Scar's cave

What do Zazu want ? " Zazu " Zazu 'm here to
 announce that King Mufasa is on Mufasa way 

[Mufasa]

Scar's cave
" Scar

 spits the Zazu out, covered with saliva Zaz
u Slimed " Eyyccch " Mufasa " Sarabi and Muf

asa did n't see Scar at the presentation of Simba 

[Sarabi]

[Simba]

Rafiki's baobab tree
 Ah heh heh heh heh heh 

[Rafiki]

[Zazu]

Scar's cave

" The mouse runs away from Scar Scar " Oh no
w look, Zazu ; Zazu 've made Scar lose my lunch 

[Scar]

Scar's cave

Enter Simba Simba " Hey Uncle Scar ! " Scar 
Scar despise guessing games 

[Zazu]

Scar's cave
Mufasa 's as mad as a hippo with a hernia 

[Mufasa]

[Scar] Scar's cave
  

[Zazu]

[Scar]

[Mufasa]
[Zazu]

[Scar]

[Mufasa]

Scar's cave
Zazu cringes at the sound 

[Zazu]
Scar's cave

Scar Admiring Scar claws " " Z
azu " Yes, well, as slippery as Scar mind is

, as the Mufasa 's Scar, Scar should have be
en first in line ! " Scar clicks his teeth a

t Zazu, who has flown near Scar face " Scar 
" Ohh, Scar shall practice Scar curtsy " Sca

r turns away and starts to exit Mufasa Warni
ng " Do n't turn Scar back on Mufasa, Scar 

[Scar]

[Mufasa]

[Simba]

Pride Rock
" Simba " Sorry ! " Simb

a starts to wake Mufasa Simba " Mufasa ? Muf
asa Mufasa, Mufasa, Mufasa, Mufasa, Mufasa, 
Mufasa, Mufasa, Mufasa -- " Sarabi Over Mufa

sa 's endless noise of " Mufasa " s, sleepil
y " Mufasa Simba " Simba " Mufasa ? Mufasa !

 Come on, Mufasa ! " tugs at Mufasa 's ear 

[Sarabi]

[Zazu]

Scar's cave

" Zazu " Pity ! " Scar Looking at Zazu " Wel
l, as far as brains go, Scar got the lion 's share  [Zazu]

[Scar]

[Mufasa]

[Simba]

Scar's cave

" Mufasa Chiding " Zazu ! " Zazu " And just 
think ! 

[Zazu]

[Mufasa]

Scar's cave

Whenever Scar gets dirty, Mufasa could take 
Scar out and BEAT Scar 

[Scar]

[Mufasa]

savana
" Simba " Bu

t, Mufasa, do n't we eat the antelope ? " Mu
fasa " Yes, Simba, but let me explain " Zazu

 Lights on a nearby rock " Good morning, Muf
asa ! " Mufasa " Good morning, Zazu 

[Zazu]

savana
Pan out into open savana 

[Mufasa]

[Scar]

[Simba]

Rafiki's baobab tree

The camera pans to Rafiki who is shaking his
 head in the distance [Rafiki]

Pride Rock
" Random Lionesses " Oomph ! 

[Lionesses]

[Mufasa]

[Simba]

Pride Rock

Mufasa and Sarabi follow Simba up to the top
 of Pride Rock Rock 

water hole
Simba Hey, Nala Nala Hi, Simba 

[Lionesses]

Pride Rock
" Simba " Yeah ! 

[Simba]
[Sarabi]

[Mufasa]

[Simba]

Pride Rock

The sunrise illuminates the top of Pride Roc
k Rock impressively 

Pride Rock
Both Simba Simba Mufasa are on the point 

[Mufasa]

[Simba]

[Sarabi]

Pride Rock

Simba Simba 'm going to be king of Pride Roc
k Rock 

Pride Lands
Everything the light touches is our Pride Lands 

Pride Rock
" Simba " Wow 

[Simba] Pride Rock

Mufasa " A king 's time as ruler rises and f
alls like the sun 

[Mufasa]

Pride Lands
" Simba " And Pride Lands will all be mine ? 

[Simba] [Simba]

Pride Rock
" Mufasa " Everything 

[Mufasa]

Pride Lands
Simba must never go there, Simba [Simba]

Pride Lands
In the Pride Lands Lands ! 

elephant graveyard
Mufasa

 views the rip - rap canyon to the north Wha
t about that elephant graveyard place ? " Mu

fasa " That 's beyond our borders 

[Mufasa]

Pride Lands
  

[Mufasa]

elephant graveyard
elephant graveyard 's far too dangerous 

canyon

----------------------------------------- St
ampede Scene Camera switch to a view of a large canyon 

[Simba]
[Mufasa]

[Simba]

savana
" Mufasa " Fire away 

[Mufasa]

savana
 [Zazu]

savana
  

[Simba]

savana
Camera pulls back to wide view of savana 

[Mufasa]

[Zazu]

savana

" Mufasa " Let an old pro show you how it 's
 done 

[Mufasa]
savana

    

[Zazu]

[Simba]

[Mufasa]

savana
" Mufasa " A pouncing lesson [Mufasa]

savana
  [Zazu]

savana
" Zazu

 " What are you telling him, Mufasa ? " Look
ing around uneasily -- Simba and Mufasa seem

 to have disappeared 
[Simba]

[Mufasa] [Zazu]

[Mufasa]

savana
Simba ? " Si

mba does a full pounce leaving Zazu stunned 
on the ground Mufasa " Ha ha ha ha ha Gopher

 " Zazu ! " Zazu Exasperated, " Yes ? " Goph
er Saluting, " Zazu 

[Zazu]

[Mufasa]

[Simba]

196

savana

" Simba " Oh, Mufasa, ca n't Simba come ? " 
Mufasa Curtly, " No, Simba 

[Zazu]

[Mufasa]
[Simba]

[Hyenas]

Pride Lands
Simba 

Looking out over the edge of the rock My Muf
asa just showed Simba the whole kingdom ; gr

eedily and Simba 'm going to rule it all 

[Simba]

[Mufasa]

water hole
   

[Zazu]

savana

Camera reveals hundreds of more Hyenas in th
e shadows 

[Hyenas]

savana
------

----------------------------------- Discipli
nary - Stars Scene Camera switch to out on t

he savana 

[Simba] Scar's cave
Scar Sarcastically Oh goody 

[Scar]

Scar's cave

Simba leaves the Scar's cave, Scar walks awa
y with an evil smile 

[Simba]

Scar's cave
 

[Scar]
Scar's cave

Simba Hey, Uncle Scar ? When Simba 'm king, 
what 'll that make you ? [Simba]

Pride Lands
 

[Mufasa]

[Scar]

Scar's cave
Scar A monkey 's uncle 

[Scar]

Scar's cave
Simba Heh heh 

[Simba]

Scar's cave
Scar 're so weird 

[Scar]

[Simba]

Pride Lands
  

[Scar] [Mufasa]

[Simba]

Pride Lands

Zazu We 're way beyond the boundary of the P
ride Lands Lands 

Pride Lands

Scar rubs and pats Simba 's head Simba Snort
s sarcastically Yeah, right, Simba 'm your only Simba 

[Scar]
[Simba]

elephant graveyard

Ed Crazy laughter Shenzi Banzai EdHyena circ
le around the Simba Nala and Zazu 

[Mufasa]

elephant graveyard
   [Scar]

[Simba]

[Scar]

[Simba]
elephant graveyard

Simba Whisper An elephant graveyard graveyard 

[Simba]

elephant graveyard
Zazu Poking 

Simba in the nose That 's Zazu Banana Beak t
o Simba, fuzzy Simba has moved nearer to the
 entrance of the skull Simba Danger ? Simba 

walk on the wild side 

[Scar]

water hole
Simba Sarabi ! Sarabi [Sarabi]

[Simba] water hole

Can Simba Nala go now ? Nala So where are Si
mba Nala going ? Simba No 

[Nala]

water hole

Nala The water hole hole ? What 's so great 
about the water hole hole ? 

[Sarafina]

Pride Rock
 

[Lionesses]

[Simba]

water hole
Sarabi So where is this " really cool " place ? 

[Sarabi]

water hole
Simba Oh 

[Simba]

[Nala]

[Sarabi]

[Simba]

[Nala] water hole
------------

----------------------------- water hole Hol
e Scene Camera is at a ground angle slightly

 behind the Simba Nala walking towards the w
ater hole hole 

water hole
Not Zazu 

[Zazu]

[Nala]

[Simba]
elephant graveyard
Simba Nala are laughing 

[Sarabi]

[Sarafina]

water hole

The sooner Zazu Simba Nala get to the water 
hole hole, the sooner Zazu Simba Nala can leave 

[Zazu]

[Nala]

[Simba]

[Simba]

water hole
Nala Wow ! 

[Nala]

water hole
Zazu 

[Zazu]

water hole
Zazu Well, Zazu 've never seen a king of beasts With quite so little hair Plucks Simba 's hair where mane would be Simba gets 

a mane of leaves Simba Simba 'm gon na be th
e mane event Like no king was before Climbs 
a log Simba Simba 'm brushing up on looking 

down Simba 'm working on Simba ROAR On " ROA
R " Simba shouts at Zazu, startling him back

wards into a puddle Zazu Drying on what appe
ars to be a hanging towel Thus far, a rather
 uninspiring thing Camera pulls back ; revea
ls the " towel " as the ear of a red elephan
t which hits Zazu with its trunk as with a g
olf club, sending Zazu skipping like a stone
 across a shallow water hole of water ; the 

Simba Nala follow immediately   Simba Free t
o do it all Simba way ! Zazu Flying ahead of
 the Simba Nala, looking back to speak to Si

mba Nala and so not paying attention ahead Z
azu think it 's time that you and Zazu Arran
ged a heart to heart Flies into a rhino Simb

a Kings do n't need advice From little hornb
ills for a start Zazu lights on a branch Zaz

u If this is where the monarchy is headed Co
unt me out ! Out of service, out of Africa Z

azu would n't hang about 

elephant graveyard
Simba Whisper Shhh ! 

[Simba]

water hole
Nala Whisper Right 

[Nala] water hole
  

[Simba]

[Zazu]

[Nala]

water hole
Zazu Betrothed 

[Zazu]
water hole

 

[Nala]

[Simba]

[Zazu]

water hole
   

[Zazu]

[Nala]

[Simba]
water hole

Pokes 
Simba 's nose Nala Well, Simba 's the future

 king Thumping Zazu 's chest So Zazu have to
 do what Simba tell Zazu 

[Zazu]

[Nala]

[Simba] [Zazu]

[Nala]

[Simba]
346

[wildebeests, stampede, herd]

[Simba]

water hole
 

[Zazu]

water hole
Nala ? 

[Nala]

water hole
 

[Simba]

[wildebeests, stampede, herd]

[Zazu]

[Simba]

[Nala]

elephant graveyard
Nala We lost ' Zazu [Zazu]

[Nala]

elephant graveyard
Simba Arrogantly Simba 

[Simba]

elephant graveyard
Mufasa

 Zazu Simba Nala all start walking out of th
e elephant graveyard Grounds, the Simba Nala

 bent down in shame 

elephant graveyard
What will your Sarabi think ? 

[Sarabi]

elephant graveyard
Nala Hey, Genius, it was Nala idea 

[Nala]

elephant graveyard
Zazu f

laps suddenly up in front of them, emitting 
a sharp squawk of " Wrong ! " Zazu The only 

checking out you will do will be to check out of here 

[Zazu]

elephant graveyard
Simba Yeah, but Simba pulled it off 

[Simba]

elephant graveyard
Nala With Nala ! 

[Nala]

elephant graveyard

Simba Oh yeah ? Simba jumps at Nala ; Simba 
Nala tussle quickly 

[Simba]

[Nala]
elephant graveyard

Pinned Simba 
[Simba]

elephant graveyard
Simba 

looks at Nala and jumps at Nala again Simba 
Nala look over the edge of the ledge Simba N

ala are on 

[Nala]

[Simba]
elephant graveyard

 
[Simba]

elephant graveyard

Nala Relishing her naughtiness We could get 
in big trouble 

[Nala]

elephant graveyard
Simba Enjoying it also Simba know, huh 

[Simba]

elephant graveyard

Nala Looking at the skull Nala wonder if its
 brains are still in there 

[Nala]

elephant graveyard
Simba walks towards the mouth of the skull 

[Simba]

[Nala]

elephant graveyard
Simba Aw, man 

[Simba]

[Zazu]

elephant graveyard
Simba Huh 

[Simba]

[Zazu]

Pride Lands

Shenzi Do you know what we do to kings who s
tep out of their kingdom ? 

[Simba]
411

[Zazu]

[Nala]

[Simba]

[Scar]

416
[EdHyena]

[Shenzi]

[Banzai]

[EdHyena]

elephant graveyard

A Zazu Simba Nala of trespassers ! Zazu And 
quite by accident, let me assure you [Zazu]

[Nala]

[Simba]
elephant graveyard

  

[Shenzi]

elephant graveyard

peering close into the camera Zazu 're Mufas
a 's little stooge 

[Mufasa]

elephant graveyard
 

[Banzai]

Pride Lands
  

[EdHyena]

[Zazu]

[Simba]

[Nala]

[Shenzi]

[Zazu]

Pride Lands
Shenzi, Banz

ai, EdHyena Huh ?! Mufasa charges the Shenzi
 Banzai EdHyena from camera left and knocks 
them about until Shenzi Banzai EdHyena are c

ringing under Mufasa 

[Mufasa]

Pride Lands
Simba Puh 

[Simba]
[Banzai]

[Shenzi]

Pride Lands

Nala Simba, he let the Hyenas take over the 
Pride Lands Lands 

[Shenzi]

[Simba]

Pride Lands

starts to try to hasten the Simba Nala away 
It 's time to go ! 

[Nala]

[Simba]

Pride Lands

Shenzi What 's the hurry ? Shenzi Banzai EdH
yena 'd looove you to stick around for dinner 

[Shenzi]

[Banzai]

[EdHyena]
Pride Lands

Banzai
 'Cause there Zazu Simba Nala goes ! Camera 
view to the Simba Nala running off ; they st

op after a bit 

[Zazu]

[Nala]

[Simba]

Pride Lands
Shenzi got one, Shenzi got one 

[Shenzi]
Pride Lands

EdHyena jumps up and starts gesticulating an
d jabbering 

[EdHyena]
Pride Lands

EdHyen
a ? Banzai Looking where EdHyena is pointing
 Hey, did Shenzi Banzai EdHyena order this d

inner to go ? Shenzi No 

[Banzai]

Pride Lands
Shenzi What ? [Shenzi]

[EdHyena]

[Shenzi]

[Banzai]
Pride Lands

Nala Did we lose Shenzi Banzai EdHyena ? 
[Shenzi]

[EdHyena]

Pride Lands

Quick camera jump showing Zazu being caught 
in mid-flight 

[Zazu]

[Nala]

[Banzai]

Pride Lands
Simba I think so 

[Simba]

Pride Lands
Where 's Zazu ? Th

e Shenzi Banzai EdHyena have Zazu near a ste
am vent It shoots Zazu off in a puff of stea

m The Shenzi Banzai EdHyena start laughing h
ysterically Simba Now near the Shenzi Banzai

 EdHyena Hey ! Shenzi Like 

[Zazu]

[Shenzi]

[Banzai]

[EdHyena]
Pride Lands

Simba Nala dart around behind them and poke 
Simba Nala heads through an active methane vent 

[Nala]

[Simba]
[Shenzi]

[Banzai]

[EdHyena]

[Simba] Pride Lands
  

[Zazu]

Pride Lands
Shenzi, Banz

ai, EdHyena BOO ! laughter The Shenzi Banzai
 EdHyena chase the Simba Nala up and over th

e skull and the Simba Nala slip away by slid
ing down the spine 

[Shenzi]

[Nala]

[Banzai]

[EdHyena]

[Simba]

Pride Lands
Simba tries to roar 

[Simba]

Pride Lands
 

[Shenzi]

[Banzai]

[EdHyena]

[Nala]

Pride Lands

Simba opens his mouth to roar again, but we 
hear a full - grown lion roar 

[Simba]

[Shenzi]

Pride Lands
  

[Simba]

Pride Lands
Banzai Ow 

[Banzai]

Pride Lands
Mufasa Half roar Silence ! [Mufasa]

[Shenzi]

[EdHyena]

[Banzai]

[Mufasa]

Pride Lands
Shenzi Did you know that ? 

[Shenzi] Pride Lands
 

[Mufasa]

[Banzai]

Pride Lands
Shenzi

 and Banzai EdHyena ? EdHyena Stupidly nods 
yes Mufasa roars Banzai Toodles ! With a gun
shot sound Shenzi Banzai EdHyena disappear 

[EdHyena]

[Simba]

Pride Lands
Did Shenzi ? Shenzi No ! [Shenzi]

[Mufasa]

[Banzai]

[Shenzi]
[Mufasa]

elephant graveyard

Simba Simba think those Shenzi Banzai EdHyen
a were even scareder 

[Shenzi]

[Banzai]

[EdHyena]

[Zazu]

[Mufasa]

[Simba]
elephant graveyard

The Simba Nala are still walking in a shamed
 manner behind Mufasa 

[Nala]

[Mufasa]
[Simba]

elephant graveyard
Mufasa Still

 stern Zazu ? Zazu Flying forward and lighti
ng in front of Mufasa, Zazu trepidation show

ing Yes, Mufasa ? Mufasa Stern Take Nala hom
e Zazu flies back to the Simba Nala 

[Zazu]

elephant graveyard
 

[Scar]

elephant graveyard

Banzai Not you, elephant graveyard ; Banzai 
mean, Scar 're one of Shenzi Banzai EdHyena 

[Nala]

[Mufasa]

[Simba] elephant graveyard
The ca

mera view is of Simba in the foreground with
 Mufasa facing away from the camera in the b

ackground 

[Mufasa]

[Simba]
elephant graveyard

Mufasa
 Simba, Mufasa 'm very disappointed in Simba

 Mufasa Mufasa 'm only brave when Mufasa hav
e to be 

[Nala]

canyon

Zazu Oh look, sire ; the wildebeests is on t
he move 

[Zazu]

elephant graveyard

Looking down he sees that his forepaw fits i
nside just the palmprint of his Mufasa 's paw 

[Mufasa]

[Simba]

[Mufasa] [Simba]

elephant graveyard
Simba 

Disbelieving Mufasa were ? Mufasa Yes bends 
down close to Simba Mufasa thought Mufasa mi

ght lose Simba 

[Mufasa]

elephant graveyard
Did Scar bri

ng Shenzi Banzai EdHyena anything to eat, el
ephant graveyard, old buddy, old pal ? Scar 
Scar do n't think Shenzi Banzai EdHyena real

ly deserve this 

[Nala]

[Scar]

[Simba]

elephant graveyard
Mufasa Mm - hmm [Mufasa]

elephant graveyard

Simba Whispering conspiratorially But you kn
ow what ? 

[Simba]

[Scar]

elephant graveyard
Mufasa Whispering back What ? 

[Mufasa]

[Simba]

elephant graveyard

Mufasa Gentle laugh 'Cause nobody messes wit
h your Mufasa 

[Mufasa]

elephant graveyard
Come here, Simba 

[Simba]

Hyena cave
  

[Shenzi]

[Banzai]

[EdHyena]

elephant graveyard

laughter Scar From his perch we saw in the H
yena chase Oh, surely we lions are not all THAT bad 

[Scar]

elephant graveyard
  

[Mufasa]

[Simba] elephant graveyard
Mufasa Gentle laugh Right 

[Mufasa]

elephant graveyard
  

[Simba]

[Mufasa]
[Mufasa]

[Simba]

Hyena cave

Banzai Well, EdHyena started it ! Shenzi Loo
k at Banzai EdHyena guys 

[Shenzi]

[EdHyena]

[Banzai]
Hyena cave

Shenzi Shenzi Banzai EdHyena were afraid it 
was somebody important 

[Mufasa]

[Simba]

Hyena cave
Shenzi Shyeah ? 

[Shenzi]

Hyena cave
Banzai Yeah [Banzai]

[EdHyena]

Hyena cave
Shenzi So pushy 

[Shenzi]

Hyena cave
Banzai And hairy 

[Banzai]

Hyena cave
 [Shenzi]

[Banzai]

Hyena cave
Banzai Ohh 

[Banzai]

[Shenzi]

elephant graveyard

relieved from the surprise Oh, Scar, it 's j
ust you 

[Scar]

[Banzai]
elephant graveyard

Scar Scar see 
[Scar]

Hyena cave
Shenzi Yeah 

[Shenzi]

Hyena cave
Banzai Now that 's power 

[Banzai]
Hyena cave
Banzai Mufasa 

[Mufasa]

[EdHyena]

Hyena cave
Shenzi just hear that name and Shenzi shudder 

[Shenzi]

[Scar]

[Banzai]
Hyena cave

Banzai Mufasa Mufasa Shenzi Ooooh ! Banzai M
ufasa 

[Shenzi]

[Mufasa]
[Banzai]

Hyena cave
 

[Shenzi]

[Banzai]

Hyena cave

What are we supposed to do -- swallow kill M
ufasa ? 

[Mufasa]

[Shenzi]

elephant graveyard
Shenzi Ohh, Shenzi like that 

[Shenzi]

elephant graveyard
Scar 's not king, but Scar 's still so proper 

[Scar]

[Banzai]

[EdHyena]

[Shenzi]

[Scar]

elephant graveyard

It was n't exactly like Simba Nala was alone
, Scar 

[Scar]

[Nala]

[Simba]

elephant graveyard
Banzai Yeah 

[Banzai]

elephant graveyard
Scar walks calmly through sheets of flame and gas into the camera over the opening bit of the song Scar paces slowly around EdHyena, who is chewing on the remnants of the zebra leg Scar 

Full song Scar know that your powers of rete
ntion Are as wet as a warthog 's backside Bu
t thick as Shenzi Banzai EdHyena are, pay at
tention Scar words are a matter of pride It 

's clear from Shenzi Banzai EdHyena vacant e
xpressions The lights are not all on upstair
s On ' Pay attention ', Scar angrily swats t

he bone away ; EdHyena comes to abrupt atten
tion Waving his paw in front of EdHyena 's b
lank eyes to make his point ; EdHyena 's ton
gue lolls out Scar But Scar Shenzi Banzai Ed

Hyena 're talking kings and successions Even
 Shenzi Banzai EdHyena ca n't be caught unaw
ares Shenzi and Banzai are laughing on a led
ge behind him ; on " you, " Scar turns and l

eaps at them, throwing Shenzi Banzai backwar
d onto a pair of geysers, which then erupt, 
throwing the two Shenzi Banzai into the air 
Scar So prepare for a chance of a lifetime B

e prepared for sensational news A shining ne
w era Is tiptoeing nearer Shenzi And where d
o we feature ? Scar Grabbing Shenzi 's cheek
 Just listen to teacher Shenzi rubs her chee

k, which is now bruised red Scar Scar know i
t sounds sordid But Shenzi Banzai EdHyena 'l
l be rewarded When at last Scar am given my 
dues And injustice deliciously squared Be pr
epared ! Scar leaps up beside EdHyena, who i
s again chewing on the bone, and here kicks 

EdHyena off the ledge The three Shenzi Banza
i EdHyena land in a pile of bones and are su

bmerged ; Shenzi Banzai EdHyena reappear, ea
ch with a different horned skull on his head 

[Shenzi]

[EdHyena]

elephant graveyard
Is Muf

asa sick ? Scar grabs Banzai by the throat e
lephant graveyard No, fool - Scar Shenzi Ban

zai EdHyena 're going to kill Mufasa 

[Scar]

elephant graveyard
Simba too 

[Simba]

Pride Rock

Nala is rubbing against her Sarafina 's paw,
 crying 

[Nala]

[Banzai]

elephant graveyard
Scar For the death of the Mufasa 

[Mufasa]

[Scar]

elephant graveyard
Banzai Why ? 

[Banzai]

[Shenzi]

[EdHyena]

[Scar]

[Mufasa]

[Banzai]
elephant graveyard

Droppi
ng Banzai back onto the floor Shenzi Great i
dea ! Shenzi ( and then Banzai ) Sing - song
 voices, dancing around Banzai No king ! 

[Shenzi]

[Banzai] elephant graveyard
  

[Scar]

[EdHyena]

savana
Scar I

f Scar told Simba, it would n't be a surpris
e, now would it ? Simba If you tell me, Simb

a 'll still act surprised 

[Mufasa]

[Simba]

[Shenzi]

[Banzai]

savana
   

[Scar]

[Shenzi]

[Banzai]

[EdHyena]

[Hyenas]

[Scar] savana
   

[Hyenas]

canyon
After a distance of rock, we reach t

he edge and view on the plain a very large h
erd of wildebeests ; the size of the wildebe

ests comes across with a striking computer -
 generated parallax pan The camera then focu
ses in on the Shenzi Banzai EdHyena ( Shenzi
, Banzai, and EdHyena ), who are waiting off
 of the edge of the wildebeests, hidden unde

r a rock arch 
[Shenzi]

[Banzai]

[EdHyena]

canyon

The camera slowly pans up the side of the ca
nyon away from Scar and Simba 

[wildebeests, stampede, herd]

savana
Scar Ho ho ho [Scar]

savana
Scar No - no - no - no - no - no - no [Simba]

[Mufasa]

[Scar] [Scar]

[Simba] savana
Scar Oh, yes [Scar]

savana
  

[Mufasa]

[Simba]

savana
  

[Hyenas]

[Scar]

[Scar]

[Simba]

[Mufasa]

canyon
 

[Scar]

canyon

Camera switch back to Simba Simba Little roa
r Simba Rarrr ! Simba then jumps down and tries again 

[Simba]

canyon
Shenzi Stay put 

[Shenzi]

canyon
 [Banzai]

[EdHyena]

canyon

We see the wildebeests coming over the lip o
f the canyon 

[wildebeests, stampede, herd]

canyon
Shenzi No ! 

[Shenzi]

[Banzai]

[Shenzi]
canyon
Cut to the r

im of the gorge, where the Shenzi Banzai EdH
yena are seen chasing the wildebeests herd, 
nipping at their heels to drive them over th

e edge 

[Shenzi]

[Banzai]

[EdHyena]

canyon
 

[Scar]

canyon

Dramatic multi-layer camera pull up to Simba
 's terrified face 

[Simba]

[wildebeests, stampede, herd]

canyon

Simba 's down there ! Mufasa Simba ? Camera 
switch to Simba 

[Simba]

[wildebeests, stampede, herd]

canyon

The three Shenzi Banzai EdHyena appear behin
d Scar 

[Shenzi]

[Banzai]

[EdHyena]

[Mufasa]

canyon
wildebeests 

[wildebeests, stampede, herd]

canyon

Simba Clinging precariously to a tree Zazu !
 Zazu Your Mufasa is on the way ! 

[Zazu]

[Mufasa]

[Scar]

canyon

Mufasa Hold on, Simba ! In the gully, a wild
ebeests rams the tree Simba 's on, nearly breaking it 

[wildebeests, stampede, herd]

[Mufasa]

[Simba]

canyon
Simba Losing grip Hurry ! 

[Simba]

canyon

Mufasa and Scar are on the lower ledges of t
he gorge 

[Zazu]

[Scar]

[Mufasa]

canyon
Simba DAD ! Simba 

watches in horror as Simba can not find his 
Mufasa in the swirling mass of wildebeests b
elow him At the last second, Simba leaps out
 of the wildebeests and starts to climb with
 great difficulty up the canyon rock slope 

[Simba] [Mufasa]

[Simba]

canyon
Scar then follows Mufasa

 's progress from the lip of the gorge, Scar
 shadow cast mysteriously from the bottom of
 the gully ! Mufasa runs with the wildebeest
s till slightly past the tree Mufasa whips a

round the front of some wildebeests and runs
 into the wildebeests towards Simba 's tree 

[Zazu]

[Scar]

canyon

Mufasa runs out into the wildebeests, joinin
g the wildebeests 

[Mufasa]

[wildebeests, stampede, herd]

[Simba]
[Mufasa]

[wildebeests, stampede, herd]

[Scar]

[Mufasa]

[wildebeests, stampede, herd]

[Simba]

[Zazu]

canyon
Mufasa

 roars, primarily from the sudden pain of Sc
ar 's claws, but no doubt also due to the su

dden flash of realization 

[Scar]

[Mufasa]

canyon
The ca

mera follows Simba down from under him, then
 from above him, showing the wildebeests rag

ing below 

[wildebeests, stampede, herd]

[Simba]
canyon

Simba bounds to the canyon floor canyon
Mufasa and Simba 's screams mingle 

[Mufasa]

canyon
     

[Scar]

[Simba]

canyon
The wildebeests passes 

[wildebeests, stampede, herd]

[Simba]
canyon

Simba Cough Mufasa !! We hear a sound Simba 
Quietly Mufasa ? 

[Mufasa]

canyon

The wildebeests curves around a log further 
down the canyon 

[wildebeests, stampede, herd]

[Simba]

[Mufasa]

[Simba]

[wildebeests, stampede, herd]

canyon
 [Mufasa]

[Simba]
canyon

Another thought " occurs " to Scar 

[Scar]

canyon

Simba is chased up the entire length of the 
canyon 

Pride Rock
Scar told us about the wildebeests 

[wildebeests, stampede, herd]

canyon

Simba Sniffing What am Simba gon na do ? Sca
r Run away, Simba [Simba]

[Mufasa]

[Scar]

[Sarabi]

[Scar]

[Simba]
[Simba]

canyon
The Shenzi Banzai EdHyena pursue the entire way 

[Shenzi]

[Banzai]

[EdHyena]

[Scar]

desert
Jumping back

 out of the bushes Shenzi and EdHyena are la
ughing Shenzi Seeing Simba emerge from the f

ar side of the briars into the desert Hey --
 There Simba goes ! There Simba goes ! 

[Simba]

canyon

And IF Simba comes back, Shenzi Banzai EdHye
na 'll kill ' Simba [Shenzi]

[EdHyena]

canyon
Banzai Removing thorns So go get ' im 

[Banzai]

canyon
What, you want She

nzi to come out there looking like Banzai ? 
Banzai Spitting out thorns into EdHyena 's l
aughing face ; EdHyena lets out a small yelp
 of pain Shenzi Banzai EdHyena got ta finish

 the job 
[Shenzi]

[EdHyena]

[Simba]

desert

" Kill Simba " echoes off as we see Simba st
ill running into the desert 

[Banzai] [Shenzi]

[Banzai]

[EdHyena]

canyon

Simba hear that ? If Simba ever come back, S
henzi Banzai EdHyena 'll kill Simba !!! 

[Shenzi]

[Banzai]

[EdHyena]
[Simba]

[Simba]

canyon

The Shenzi Banzai EdHyena make their way off
 the cliffs back 

[Shenzi]

[Banzai]

[EdHyena]

[Simba]

desert
------

----------------------------------- Buzzards
 - Intro to Hakuna Matata Scene Buzzards are

 circling the Simba 's body in the desert 

Pride Rock
     

[Shenzi]

[Banzai]

[EdHyena]

[Sarafina]

Pride Rock
 

[Scar]
Pride Rock

Scar ascends Pride Rock Rock as the Hyenas a
ppear in full force 

[Simba]

Pride Rock

We can hear Zazu 's first line and then the 
scene switches to a view of Zazu and Scar 

[Zazu]

Pride Rock
    

[Mufasa]

[Lionesses]

Pride Rock
 

[Sarabi]

Pride Rock
As he 

views the bug at close range, the camera ( a
t his viewpoint ) switches focus from it to 

a pair of Nala eyes out in the grass 

[Nala]

[Scar]

[Hyenas]

[Scar]

[Hyenas]

[Simba]

Rafiki's baobab tree

Rafiki Simba Simba Simba 's - Simba 's alive
 ? Simba he - he 's alive ! 

[Rafiki]

916 desert
Pumba Looking at Simba Uh-oh 

[Simba]

desert
It crosses the desert 

923
[Pumba]

925[Timon]

[Pumba]

927[Timon]

desert
Pumba think it 's still alive 

[Pumba]

desert
Timon 

All righty, what have we got here ? Timon sm
ells Simba Timon tries to lift Simba 's paw 

Timon sees Simba 's face 

[Simba]

[Timon]

desert

Jumping up on Pumba Run, Pumba ! Pumba Hey, 
Timon 

[Pumba]

[Timon]

desert

Simba 's so cute, and all alone ! Can we kee
p Simba ? 

[Simba]
desert

Timon Yelling into
 Pumba 's ear, which creates a reverberating

 effect Pumba, are you nuts ? Timon Pumba 'r
e talking about a lion Hey, Timon got it ! W
hat if Simba 's on our side ? Pumba So we ke

eping ' Simba ? 

[Pumba]

[Timon]

[Simba]

desert
  

[Pumba]

[Timon]

[Simba]

oasis
Timon You okay, Simba ? Simba Simba guess so 

[Pumba]

[Timon]

[Simba]

oasis
Pumba You nearly died 

[Pumba]
oasis

Timon Timon saved you [Timon] oasis
Timon Hey, where Simba going ? Simba Nowhere 

[Simba]

[Pumba]

[Pumba]

[Timon]

oasis
Timon No, no, no, no 

[Timon]
oasis

  

[Pumba]

[Simba]

[Timon]

oasis
Simba Who cares ? Simba ca n't go back 

[Simba]

oasis
Timon Ahh 

[Timon] oasis

Pumba What ' cha do, Simba ? Simba Something
 terrible 

[Pumba]

oasis
Simba 're an outcast ! 

[Simba]

[Timon]

[Simba]

oasis
Pumba To Timon Come on, Timon  

[Pumba]

[Timon]

[Simba]

oasis

to Timon It 's " You got to put your past be
hind you 

[Timon] oasis

Timon Pokes Simba 's nose Wrong ! Simba Well
, that 's not what Simba was taught 

[Simba]

oasis
Pumba Ha - ku - na Ma - ta - ta 

[Pumba]

[Timon]

oasis

Full Song, no fade in except in marimba chor
ds Timon Hakuna Matata ! 

[Timon]
oasis

Both It 's o
ur problem - free Philosophy Timon Filing do

wn one of Simba 's claws Hakuna Matata ! Spo
ken section over background Simba Hakuna mat

ata ? 

[Simba]

oasis
What a wonderful phrase Pumba Hakuna Matata ! 

[Pumba]

[Timon]

oasis
Pumba Yeah, it 's Timon Pumba motto 

[Pumba]

[Timon]

oasis
Simba What 's a motto ? 

[Simba]

oasis
Timon Nothing ! 

[Timon]

oasis
 

[Pumba]

[Simba]
oasis

Timon That 's right ! 

[Timon]

oasis
 [Pumba]

oasis
Simba 

watches with growing interest as Timon hoist
s Pumba into a vine loop above his head, whe

re he begins swinging 

[Simba]

[Timon]

oasis
Pumba Thanks ! Timon Singing Pumba found h
is aroma lacked a certain appeal Pumba could
 clear the savannah after every meal Pumba P
umba 'm a sensitive soul, though Pumba seem 

thick - skinned And it hurt that my friends 
never stood downwind And oh, the shame Timon
 Pumba was ashamed ! Pumba Thoughta changin 

' my name Oh, what 's in a name ? And Pumba 
got downhearted How did you feel ? Ev'ry tim

e that Pumba 

[Pumba]

[Timon] [Pumba]

[Timon]
oasis

  
[Timon]

[Simba] oasis
    

[Pumba]
[Timon]

[Simba]

jungle

 Simba Timon Pumba live here ? Timon Timon P
umba live wherever we want 

[Pumba]

[Timon]

[Simba]

jungle
Simba It 's beautiful 

[Simba]

jungle
Pumba Loud raunchy belch Pumba 'm starved [Pumba] jungle

Timon 
is rather disturbed by Simba 's want for mea

t -- a little bit taken aback and a little b
it I - knew - this - would - happen [Timon]

jungle
------

----------------------------------- Second S
tar Scene The camera switches to a view of t

he jungle 

[Simba]

[Pumba]

jungle
Simba Any antelope ? 

[Simba]

jungle
Timon Na ah [Timon]

jungle

Listen, Simba ; if Simba live with Timon Pum
ba, Simba have to eat like Timon Pumba 

[Pumba]

jungle
Simba A bit desperate Hippo ? 

[Simba]

[Timon]

[Simba]

jungle

Pumba forces it up with his snout, revealing
 many insects 

[Pumba]

jungle
Timon picks one up 

[Timon]

jungle
Simba Eeew [Simba]

jungle
Pumba Slurping Slimy, yet satisfying 

[Pumba]

jungle
Timon A grub 

[Timon]

jungle
Simba Eeew 

[Simba]

jungle
Timon Eating, mouth full Mmmm 

[Timon]

jungle
Pokes 

Timon hand into a knothole -- many bugs scra
mble out Oooh ! Timon has been collecting bu

gs on a leaf 

[Simba]

[Timon]

jungle
Timon Grabbing a bug These are rare delicacies 

[Timon]

jungle
Pumba You 'll learn to love 'em 

[Pumba]

[Timon]

jungle
While the ch

anting of the title is happening, the camera
 is panning at the low level ( 6 " off groun

d ) where all the interaction between Pumba,
 Timon, and Simba as a cub had been occurring [Pumba]

jungle

Timon Well, Simba ? Timon Oh well -- Hakuna 
Matata 

[Timon]

[Simba]

jungle

He eats Sick music Simba Looking more cheerf
ul Slimy, yet satisfying 

[Simba]

[Timon]

[Simba]

jungle

The camera continues panning at a low angle 
to where the Simba Simba would fit 

[Simba]

jungle

Pumba and Timon Chanting to music Hakuna mat
ata, hakuna matata, hakuna matata 

[Pumba]

[Timon]

jungle
All th

ree It 's our problem - free Philosophy Simb
a Hakuna Matata All Simba Timon Pumba dive o

ff of the log into a pond [Simba]

[Pumba]

[Timon]
jungle

Then Pumba, doing a swan dive, makes a small
 splash too 

[Pumba]

jungle

Finally Simba swings out on a vine ( gripped
 in his teeth ) 

[Simba]

jungle
We see

 a rear view of Timon, Pumba, and Simba boog
eying off into the forest to the beat of " H

akuna Matata 

[Timon]

[Pumba]

[Simba]

jungle

The camera switches to Timon, Pumba, and Sim
ba lying on their backs looking at the stars 

[Pumba]

[Timon]

[Simba]

[Zazu]

[Scar]

Pride Rock
 

Pride Rock
Zazu Oh, nothing ! 

[Zazu]

[Scar]

Pride Rock

Banzai To Shenzi Banzai thought things were 
bad under Mufasa 

[Mufasa]

[Zazu]
[Shenzi]

[Banzai]
Pride Rock

  

[Scar]

Pride Rock
 

[EdHyena]

Pride Lands
Simba reache

s the lip of a cliff and looks out over his 
former Pride Lands Pride Lands 's awful, is 
n't Pride Lands ? Simba Simba did n't want t

o believe Nala 

[Zazu]

Pride Rock
Scar c

alling Simba Sarabi causes Simba to pause an
d watch Scar Sarabi ! Sarabi ascends Pride R

ock Rock 

[Lionesses]

[Shenzi]

[Banzai]

Pride Rock

----------------------------------------- Mu
fasa 's Ghost Scene Simba Is n't this a great place ? 

[Mufasa]

Pride Rock
Scar Good [Scar]

[Shenzi]

[Banzai]

Pride Rock
Scar Out ! 

[Scar]

Pride Rock
They run off ; EdHyena lets loose a crazy laugh 

[EdHyena]

Pride Rock

Sarabi Delighted Simba ? Simba It does n't m
atter ; Simba 'm home  

[Shenzi]

[Banzai]

[Scar]

[EdHyena]

jungle
------

----------------------------------- " In the
 jungle " Scene The camera switches to a jun

gle scene 

jungle
Nice one, Simba 

[Simba]
jungle

Simba Pumba - Pumba are a pig 

[Pumba]

[Timon]

[Simba]

jungle
Timon do n't wonder ; Timon know 

[Pumba]

[Timon]
jungle

   

[Simba]

jungle
Pumba Oh 

[Pumba]

jungle
Timon They 're fireflies 

[Timon]

[Pumba]

[Timon]
jungle
Simba 

Reluctantly Well, somebody once told me that
 the great kings of the past are up there, w

atching over us 

[Simba]

jungle

Pumba Awed, either genuinely or mockingly Re
ally ? 

[Pumba]

jungle

Timon Simba mean a bunch of royal dead guys 
are watching us ? Timon breaks out laughing 

[Timon]

[Simba]

jungle
Pumba joins in 

[Pumba]

jungle
Timon Aw, Simba 're killing Timon, Simba 

[Timon]

[Simba]

jungle

We hear Pumba singing the familiar bass to "
 The Lion Sleeps Tonight " 

[Pumba]

jungle
Timon Was it something Timon said ? 

[Timon]

jungle

Simba then collapses to lay on the edge of t
he ledge 

[Simba]

jungle
Timon joins in as they walk towards the camera 

[Timon]

[Simba]

desert
------------

----------------------------- Running Scene 
With accompanying music ( a restatement of t

he " Busa " theme ), we see a far shot of Si
mba charging full speed across the desert 

Rafiki's baobab tree
Rafiki laughs Rafiki grabs his staff 

[Rafiki]

[Simba]

Pride Rock
Timon 

Seeing the Nala Woah ! , Timon sees the Nala
 was about to close on Pumba and Timon is in

 the line of attack 

[Simba]

Rafiki's baobab tree

The camera backs to a far view and then zoom
s over to Rafiki in a nearby tree 

[Rafiki]

jungle

Timon Singing In the jungle The mighty jungl
e The lion sleeps tonight 

jungle
 

[Pumba]

[Timon]

[Pumba] jungle
 [Timon] jungle

Timon 
A-WEEEE-ee-EE-ee ba - Pum - ba - bum - ba - 

way Realizing Pumba is not there Timon Pumba
 ? Pumba ? Camera switch to Pumba following the bug 

[Pumba]
jungle

Rafiki leaps off the rock over to a dense ju
ngle - like area 

[Timon]

Pride Rock

Pumba YEEEEAAAHHH ! Pumba runs, with the Nal
a in hot pursuit 

[Pumba]
Pride Rock

Timon Pumba ! Pumba ! Pumba Nala 'S GON NA E
AT ME ! 

[Timon]

[Nala]

[Pumba]

[Nala] [Pumba]

[Nala]

[Timon]

Pride Rock
To Simba Get Nala ! Bite Nala head ! 

[Nala]

[Simba]

Pride Rock

The Nala flips Simba and pins Simba with a l
oud thump 

[Pumba]

[Timon]

[Nala]

[Simba] Pride Rock
The Nala is still baring Nala teeth [Nala]

Pride Rock

Simba Nala ? Nala immediately backs off and 
looks at Simba, examining Simba 

[Simba]

Pride Rock
   

[Timon]

Pride Rock
Pumba gets himself unstuck 

[Pumba]

[Nala] Pride Rock
  

[Nala]

[Simba]

[Nala]

[Simba]
Pride Rock

Timon HEY ! Simba Timon, this is Nala [Nala]

[Timon]

[Simba]

Pride Rock
Timon Thoroughly confused Friend ?!? 

[Timon]

Pride Rock
Simba Yeah 

[Simba]

[Nala]

Pride Rock
Timon How do you do 

[Timon]

[Simba]

Pride Rock
Nala The pleasure 's all mine 

[Nala]
Pride Rock

Simba know Nala 

[Pumba]

[Simba]

[Nala] Pride Rock
DID Timon MISS SOMETHING ?!? Simba Relax, Timon 

[Timon]

[Nala]

[Simba]

Pride Rock
Pumba King ? Pumba gravel at your feet 

[Pumba]

Pride Rock

Simba Misunderstanding Sarabi does n't have 
to know 

[Simba]

Pride Rock
Nala Well, of course they do 

[Nala]

Pride Rock
Timon King ? 

[Timon]

[Sarabi]

Pride Rock
Everyone thinks Simba 're dead 

[Simba]

[Sarabi]

Pride Rock
Nala Yeah 

[Nala]

Pride Rock
 

[Simba]

Pride Rock
Nala What else matters ? 

[Nala]

[Scar]

Pride Rock
The herds have moved on 

[wildebeests, stampede, herd]

Pride Rock
 

[Simba]

Pride Rock
Scar is 

[Scar]

Pride Rock

to Simba Are ya ? Simba No Nala Simba ? Simb
a No, Simba 'm not the king 

[Nala]

Pride Rock
Noisily kisses Simba 's paw Simba Stop it 

[Simba]

Pride Rock
Timon To Pumba It 's not " gravel 

[Timon]

[Pumba]

[Simba] Pride Rock
Timon Let Timon get this straight 

[Timon]

Pride Rock
 

[Pumba]

Pride Rock

Simba 're the king ? Simba Look, Simba 'm st
ill the same guy 

[Simba]

[Nala]

[Timon]

Pride Rock
Right, Simba ? Simba Hmm [Simba]

Pride Rock

Pumba and Timon pad off Pumba sighs Simba Ti
mon Timon and Pumba 

[Pumba]

[Timon]

Pride Rock
Nala has her head bowed down sadly 

[Nala]

[Simba]

Pride Rock

Simba What ? Nala Quietly It 's like Simba '
re back from the dead 

[Simba] Pride Rock

We hear Timon sigh ; camera switch to show T
imon Pumba watching from the bushes 

[Pumba]

[Timon]

[Nala]
Pride Rock

 

[Nala]
Pride Rock

Nala Rubbing under Simba 's chin, purring Na
la 've really missed Simba 

[Simba]

[Nala] Pride Rock
Simba Nala ! Simba 

[Nala]

[Simba]

Pride Rock
Timon Not you 

[Timon]

Pride Rock
Pumba What 's wrong with that ? 

[Pumba]

Pride Rock
Timon Singing 

[Timon]

Pride Rock
Nala 

[Nala] Pride Rock
Nala Thinking Simb

a 's holding back, Simba 's hiding But what 
? Nala ca n't decide Why wo n't Simba be the
 king Nala know Simba is ? The king Nala see
 inside ? During the Chorus the following oc

curs Simba looks at Nala, smiles, and runs off stage 

[Simba]

[Nala]

Pride Rock
Parenthetical part is spoken by Pumba 

[Pumba]

Pride Rock
Timon can see what 's happening ( What ? ) 

[Timon]

[Pumba]

[Timon]

Pride Rock
Sudden

ly Simba lunges up under Nala and pulls Nala
 in the pond playfully When Simba comes out,

 Nala pushes Simba back in [Nala]

[Simba]

Pride Rock
Timon 

Simba carefree days with Timon Pumba are his
tory - Timon and Pumba In short, our Simba i

s doomed 

[Pumba]

[Timon]

Pride Rock

Close - up of Simba, whose expression change
s from a surprised one to a comprehending one 

[Nala]

[Simba]

[Simba]

Pride Rock
Nala It is beautiful 

[Nala]

[Simba]

jungle

Timon is curled up on Pumba ; Pumba is lying
 on his back 

[Pumba]

[Timon]

Pride Rock
Simba 've been alive all this time [Simba]

Pride Lands
Simba Angry 

Listen, Nala think Nala can just show up and
 tell Simba how to live my life ? Nala do n'

t even know what Simba 've been through ! Na
la Nala would if you would just Nala me ! 

[Mufasa]

Pride Rock

He sounds almost as if trying to convince hi
mself as well as Nala 

[Nala]

[Simba]
Pride Rock

Simba Quieter No one needs Simba 

[Simba]
Pride Rock
Timon Hyenas 

Pride Rock
Nala Yes, we do ! 

[Nala]

Pride Rock
Simba Nala, we 've been through this 

[Simba]

[Nala]

[Nala]

[Simba]

jungle
Nala Simba 's gone to challenge Scar 

[Scar]

Pride Lands
Nala Everything 's destroyed 

[Nala]

Pride Lands
Simba Simba ca n't go back 

[Simba]

[Hyenas]

Pride Lands
Nala What would n't Nala understand ? [Nala]

[Simba]

Pride Lands
Simba Hastily No, no, no 

[Simba]

Pride Lands
Nala Confused What ? 

[Nala]
Pride Lands

  
[Simba]

[Nala] Pride Lands
Simba Simba 're right 

[Nala]

[Simba]
[Nala]

[Simba]

Pride Lands
Simba Forget it ! 

[Simba]

Pride Lands
Nala Fine ! 

[Nala]

Pride Lands

Mufasa said Mufasa 'd always be there for me
 ! But Mufasa 're not 

[Mufasa]

Pride Lands
Simba walks off [Simba]

field
Simba Nala 's wrong [Nala]

[Simba]

field
It 's Simba fault 

[Simba]

field
  

[Nala]

Rafiki's baobab tree
are Simba ? Simba 

Startled, then sighing Simba thought Simba k
new Rafiki 'm not the one who 's confused ; 

Simba do n't even know who Simba are Simba I
rritated, sarcastic Oh, and Simba suppose Ra

fiki know ? Rafiki Sure do ; Simba 're Mufasa 's boy 

[Mufasa]

Rafiki's baobab tree
Simba seems slightly annoyed by the chant 

[Simba]

[Rafiki]
Rafiki's baobab tree

A rock disturbs the water ; Rafiki, now in a
 nearby tree, starts his chant again [Rafiki]

Rafiki's baobab tree
Simba Come on, will you cut it out ? 

[Simba]

Rafiki's baobab tree

Rafiki, laughing, is doing random acrobatics
 in the trees nearby 

[Rafiki]

Rafiki's baobab tree
laughs Simba starts walking away 

[Simba]

Rafiki's baobab tree
Rafiki follows 

[Rafiki]

[Simba]

[Rafiki]
Rafiki's baobab tree

Rafiki disappears off stage right 
[Rafiki]

Rafiki's baobab tree
Simba Hey, wait ! Simba chases after him [Simba]

Rafiki's baobab tree

Simba Rafiki knew my Mufasa ? Rafiki Monoton
e Correction -- Rafiki know your Mufasa 

[Mufasa]

[Rafiki]

[Simba]

[Rafiki] Rafiki's baobab tree
Mufasa 's alive ! 

[Mufasa]
Rafiki's baobab tree

Rafiki leads Simba through the brush 

[Simba]

[Rafiki]
[Mufasa]

Rafiki's baobab tree
Rafiki Do n't dawdle [Rafiki]

Rafiki's baobab tree
Simba Hey, whoa 

[Simba]
Rafiki's baobab tree

Simba looks 
over the edge and sees his reflection in a p
ool of water Simba first seems a bit startle

d, perhaps at his own mature appearance, but
 then realizes what he 's looking at [Mufasa]

Rafiki's baobab tree
Rafiki Come on, come on 

[Rafiki]
Rafiki's baobab tree

Rafiki STOP ! Rafiki motions to Simba near s
ome reeds [Simba]

[Rafiki]
[Simba]

Rafiki's baobab tree
Rafiki Noo [Rafiki]

Rafiki's baobab tree

Ripples form, distorting Simba 's reflection
 ; they resolve into Mufasa 's face 

[Mufasa]

[Simba]

[Rafiki]
Rafiki's baobab tree

Mufasa Quiet
ly at first Simba Simba Mufasa ? Mufasa Simb

a, Simba have forgotten Mufasa How could Sim
ba ? Mufasa Simba have forgotten who Simba a

re, and so have forgotten Mufasa 
[Mufasa]

[Simba]

Rafiki's baobab tree
Rafiki approaches 

[Rafiki]

Rafiki's baobab tree
Mufasa Remember who Simba are 

[Mufasa]

[Simba]

[Mufasa]

[Simba]

field
Simba is left out in the fields 

[Simba]

field

There is just a cloud left where his Mufasa 
's image was 

[Mufasa]

field
Do n't Simba think ? Simba Yeah 

[Simba]

Pride Rock
Scar Scar 'm the king 

[Mufasa]

Rafiki's baobab tree
Rafiki Ahhh 

[Rafiki]

Rafiki's baobab tree
Simba know what Simba have to do 

[Simba]

[Rafiki]

Rafiki's baobab tree
Rafiki It does n't matter ; it 's in the past ! 

[Rafiki]

Rafiki's baobab tree

laughs Simba Rubbing head Yeah, but it still
 hurts 

[Simba]

Rafiki's baobab tree
Rafiki Hah, 

Simba see ! So what are Simba going to do ? 
Simba First, Simba 'm gon na take your stick
 Rafiki Hey, where are Simba going ? Simba S

houting back Simba 'm going back ! 

[Rafiki]

[Simba]

Rafiki's baobab tree

Rafiki Good ! As Rafiki holds his staff abov
e his head, a few shooting stars zing across the sky 

[Rafiki]

jungle
Nala Simba was, but now Nala ca n't find Simba 

[Simba]

jungle
Rafiki Ho, ho, ho, ho 

[Rafiki]

jungle
Nala approaches and taps Timon with a paw 

[Nala]
[Timon]

jungle

Timon wakes up and see a huge lion face in h
is view 

[Pumba]
jungle

Nala Quietly Nala ca n't believe it 

[Timon]

jungle
Nala It 's OK 

[Nala] [Pumba]

[Timon]

[Nala]
[Pumba]

[Nala]

[Timon]

[Simba]

[Nala]

jungle
Timon Gone back ? 

[Timon]

jungle

Looks where Rafiki was ; Rafiki is now gone 
Hey ! Who 's the Rafiki ? [Rafiki]

jungle
Nala Scar 

[Pumba]

jungle
louder, amazed Simba 's gone back 

[Simba]

jungle
What do Nala mean 

[Nala] jungle
Jungle drum riff 

[Simba]

jungle
Timon Who ? 

[Timon]

[Nala]

jungle
It 's Simba uncle 

[Rafiki]

[Scar]

[Nala]

[Simba]

[Timon]

jungle
Nala Shaking head No, no, no 

[Nala] jungle

Simba 's gone back to challenge his Scar to 
take Scar place as king 

[Scar]

jungle
Timon and Pumba Ohhh 

[Pumba]

jungle
Nala No ! [Nala]

[Simba]

[Timon]

Pride Rock
Rafiki whacks a Hyenas off Simba 

[Rafiki]

[Nala]

[Simba]

Pride Lands
Well, Simba,

 if Pride Lands 's important to Simba, bows 
Timon Pumba 're with Simba to the end Nice s
cene with the four of Simba Nala Timon Pumba
 on the ledge viewing the work ahead of them 

[Scar]

jungle
Timon Timon see nothing funny about this 

[Timon]

jungle
Pumba ? 

[Pumba]

[Simba]

Pride Lands

Simba Simba finally got some sense knocked i
nto me 

[Simba]

Pride Lands
Besides, this is my kingdom 

Pride Lands
Nala Nala will 

[Nala]

Pride Lands
Zazu spots him 

[Zazu]

Pride Lands
If Simba do n't fight for it, who will ? 

[Simba]
Pride Lands

Nala Quoting young Simba Danger ? Nala laugh
 in the face of danger 

[Simba]

[Nala]

jungle
Simba Timon ? 

[Simba]

[Nala]

[Timon]

jungle

What are Timon Pumba doing here ? Pumba Bowi
ng on one foreleg At your service, my liege 

[Timon]

[Simba]

[Pumba]
[Pumba]

[Timon]

[Pumba]

[Nala]

[Timon]

[Simba]

[Scar]

Pride Lands
  

Pride Rock

Simba Come on, Timon -- you Timon Pumba have
 to create a diversion 

[Pumba]

[Timon]

[Simba]

Pride Rock
If you 're hungry 

for a hunk of fat and juicy meat Eat my budd
y Pumba here because he is a treat Come on d
own and dine On this tasty Pumba All Hyenas 

have to do is get in line Parenthetical part
s are Pumba singing ; the apple is at his feet 

[Hyenas]

[Nala]

Pride Rock

Pumba is set up like a roast pig, even with 
an apple in his mouth 

[Pumba]

Pride Rock
Timon Luau ! [Timon]

[Simba]

[Pumba]

[Timon]

[Hyenas]

Pride Rock
We see Pumba and Timon come in 

[Pumba]

[Timon]

Pride Rock
Scar No 

[Scar]

Pride Rock
Sarabi 're just not looking hard enough 

[Sarabi] Pride Rock

Scar Scar Lionesses Hyenas 're not going any
where 

[Hyenas]

[Lionesses]

Pride Rock

Scar Mufasa ? Sarabi awakens at her Simba 's
 nudge, but mistakes Simba as Mufasa as Scar did 

[Simba]

Pride Rock
Nala Well, Lionesses Nala do n't 

[Nala]

Pride Rock

All the groups of herds are there and making
 noise as in the presentation of Simba 

[wildebeests, stampede, herd]

[Scar]

[Sarabi]
Pride Rock

Sarabi Disgusted, amazed Sarabi ca n't do that 
[Sarabi]

[Scar]
Pride Lands

pointing to the horde of Hyenas on the rocks
 above They think Scar 'M king 

[Hyenas]

[Lionesses]

Pride Rock

After Scar last sentence, Simba slips over t
he edge and is clinging to the ledge by Simba forepaws 

[Sarabi]
[Sarabi]

[Scar]

[Mufasa] [Sarabi]

[Scar]

[Simba]

Pride Rock
Tell S

arabi Lionesses Nala who is responsible for 
Mufasa 's death ! Scar 's last line causes t

he Lionesses to start 

[Mufasa]

[Scar]

[Simba]

Pride Rock
Have Lionesses Sarabi put it behind them ? 

[Sarabi]

Pride Rock
Camera switch to Timon running from Shenzi 

[Shenzi]
Pride Rock

Banzai Hey, who 's the pig ? 

[Banzai]

Pride Rock
Pumba Are you talking to Pumba ?! 

[EdHyena]

Pride Lands
Simba see them ? [Simba]

[Scar]

Pride Lands
Simba The choice is yours, Scar 

[Simba]

[Scar]

Pride Rock
Scar G

rudgingly, but clear Scar killed Mufasa ! Na
la starts towards Scar, the Hyenas attack Si

mba in a wall of teeth 

[Hyenas]

[Lionesses]

[Nala]

Pride Lands

Would n't you agree, Simba ? Simba That 's n
ot gon na work, Scar 

[Scar]

[Simba]
Pride Lands

Scar Eh, but what about your faithful subjects ? [Scar]

[Simba]

[Scar]

[Sarabi]

[Lionesses]

Pride Rock

Simba Steeling himself, then taking a step f
orward Simba am 

[Sarabi]

[Simba]

Pride Rock
Scar You see ! 

[Scar]

Pride Rock
Scar w

alks around and around Simba as Scar accuses
 Simba It 's Simba fault Mufasa 's dead ; do

 Simba deny it ? Simba No  

[Mufasa]
Pride Rock

And now Sarabi Lionesses Nala 

[Nala]

[Lionesses]

Pride Rock
Simba Regretfully It 's true [Simba]

[Sarabi]

Pride Rock
Simba admits it ! 

[Simba]

Pride Rock

Lightning crashes behind Scar 's head to pun
ctuate the line 

[Scar]

[Simba]

[Scar]

[Scar]

[Simba]
Pride Rock

Scar grabs Simba with Scar claws as Scar did
 Mufasa 

[Mufasa]

[Nala]

Pride Rock
Simba So Sarabi Lionesses Nala can hear you 

[Sarabi]

[Lionesses]

Pride Rock

Where have Scar seen this before ? Oh yes, S
car remember [Scar]

[Simba]

[Nala]

[Scar]

Pride Rock

In one giant leap Simba lunges up and pins S
car on Scar back 

[Scar]

[Mufasa]

[Simba]

Pride Rock
Simba NoooooOOOO ! Scar No, Simba, please 

[Scar]

[Simba]

[Mufasa]

Pride Rock
Scar Truth ? Simba starts to choke Scar 

[Scar]

[Simba]

[Simba]
[Scar]

[Nala]

[Simba]

Pride Rock
The Lionesses join in 

[Lionesses]

Pride Rock

Simba starts up and pauses to hug Rafiki as 
his Mufasa did 

[Sarabi]

Pride Rock
Hyenas are flying everywhere 

[Hyenas]

[Simba]

Pride Rock
Scar Simba, Simba Scar But, Simba, Scar am  

[Scar]

Pride Rock
   

[Nala]

[Mufasa]

Pride Rock

Cue " Busa " theme Simba, Timon, Pumba, and 
Nala are on Pride Rock Rock 

[Lionesses]

Pride Rock
Pumba Heeeyyyy - yaaaaah ! 

[Pumba]

Pride Rock
Timon ' Scuse me 

[Timon]

[Hyenas]

Pride Rock
Pumba appears at the cave 's entrance 

[Pumba]
[Timon]

Pride Lands
Zazu Let Zazu out ! Let Zazu out ! 

[Hyenas]

[Simba]

[Rafiki]

[Timon]

[Shenzi]

[Zazu]

Pride Lands

Timon Let Timon in ! Let Timon in ! To the H
yenas, pleading 

[Hyenas]

[Timon]

Pride Lands
  [Zazu]

Pride Lands
Timon Uh oh 

[Timon]

Pride Lands
It was Hyenas fault - it was Hyenas idea ! 

[Hyenas]

Pride Rock
Pumba Are you talking to Pumba ? 

[Pumba]

[Banzai]

[Pumba]

Pride Lands
Timon Should n't ' a done that [Timon]

Pride Rock
Pumba ARE YOU TALKING TO ME ?!? 

[Pumba]

Pride Lands
Timon Now Shenzi Banzai EdHyena 're in for it 

[Shenzi]

[Banzai]

[EdHyena]

[Timon]
Pride Lands

  

[Pumba]
[Shenzi]

[Banzai]
[EdHyena]

Pride Lands
Timon Take that ! 

[Timon]

Pride Lands
Banzai Ow ow ow ow ow ow ow 

[Pumba]

[Banzai]

Pride Rock
Simba Why sh

ould Simba believe Scar ? Everything Scar ev
er told Simba was a lie Scar What are Simba 
going to do ? Simba would n't kill Simba own

 Scar 

[Shenzi]

[EdHyena]

[Timon]

[Banzai]

[Pumba]

Pride Lands
Zazu flies up to the point 

[Zazu]

[Scar]

[Simba]
Pride Rock

L - L - L - Le - Le - Le - Le - Let Scar explain 

[Hyenas]

Pride Rock
Simba Gravely, with deep anger Run 

[Simba]

Pride Rock
Run away, Scar 

[Scar]

[Shenzi]

[Banzai]

[EdHyena]

[Simba]

[Scar]

[Scar]

[Shenzi]

[Banzai]

[EdHyena]

[Nala]

[Simba]

Pride Rock
Shenzi Banzai EdHyena Hyenas do n't understand [Hyenas]

[Shenzi]

[Banzai]

[EdHyena]

Pride Rock
  

[Scar]

[Hyenas]

[Shenzi]

[Banzai]

[EdHyena]

Pride Rock
Simba roars 

[Mufasa]

[Simba]

[Sarabi]

[Nala]

Pride Rock
Simba lifts Kiara to present Kiara to the crowd 

[Rafiki]

[Simba]

Pride Rock

Timon, of course, is shaking his arms in the
 classic victory sign 

[Timon]

[Simba]
[Simba]


